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In Pipejob you become a plumber locked in the bathroom.
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Its actually pretty fun. Thank goodness the Nosulus Rift hasnt launched yet. lol It could use more levels. Its basically a Wave
Pooper. but for the price, its pretty decent value. Here is a video of me trying the game out.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4ZtR6Mj-1-E. I bought this game because it seemed like fun and it actually is! The
constantly plugged toilet that needs plungin' thanks to your lovely neighbor upstairs mixed with the pipes breaking and needing
upgrades are really a fun concept! The leaderboards is a nice addon as well, you can compete with other people and see who is
the best plumber! A silly, and fun game! "Quick" video if anyone want to check it out!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v1AmuUiaGxE. This game is a blast! I bought this for my friend who just got VR and it is
the game that makes people laugh the most when they see people grabbing for the corn poop. Pros: Funny, a good workout, 4
different diverse levels, additional modes for fun (poop paint and plunger archery), hilarious sound effects, fun for the player
and the crowd watching them, leaderboards, decent price, Cons: Sometimes grabbing the right item with all the poop
everywhere can be tricky, tracking is nearly perfect.. Lovely game! Here is my Pipejob MIXED REALITY gameplay video and
review, the first 30 minutes, enjoy: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lGYWqc-rg78 Pipejob is a hilarious funny VR
roomscale arcade game for HTC Vive and you play as a plumber fixing pipes in bathrooms (on time of course), flushing toilets
and swimming in poop in Virtual Reality! This Mixed Reality Pipejob gameplay video of is not perfect, as Iu00b4m getting
some weird foreground appearence with this game, but it works at least and looks quite neet anyway :) Pipejob for HTC Vive is
a perfect game to play when you just want to have some fun for a moment, alone or together with friends. Complete the
challenges on time, proceed to next levels (different bathrooms), or do some poop painting or poop shooting with a longbow if
you get bored. You can grab Pipejob on Steam right now for a lower price as it is on Black Friday sale, so hurry up guys! The
graphics in Pipejob VR, as well as the sound and music, is great and very immersive, ebe thou its still a quite simple game.. This
game is exactly what it is looks like and for some reason I spend some time in it. And it was all fun and games until pipes broke
and I drowned.. this game sucks i cant even pick up a pipe i all most cryed how hard it was ten dollers down the drane no pun
intended well it is barly fun i cant even get past level one. bad bad voices and idea fo game. Haha this sure was a
u2665u2665u2665u2665u2665u2665 experience ;) No but for real really funny and hectic but it's kinda the same thing over and
over again. Still enjoyed it though! https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3EGWQB0Vdjg Stay Rad Everybody!! /RadiCarl. This
game is a blast! I bought this for my friend who just got VR and it is the game that makes people laugh the most when they see
people grabbing for the corn poop. Pros: Funny, a good workout, 4 different diverse levels, additional modes for fun (poop paint
and plunger archery), hilarious sound effects, fun for the player and the crowd watching them, leaderboards, decent price, Cons:
Sometimes grabbing the right item with all the poop everywhere can be tricky, tracking is nearly perfect.
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